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The Zend Framework is one of today’s most popular PHP–based web application development frameworks. Beginning Zend Framework is a beginner’s guide to learning and using the Zend Framework. It covers everything from the installation to the various features of the framework to get the reader up and running quickly.
What you’ll learn

	Install and configure the Zend Framework.
	Create your first Zend Framework web application. 
	Explore controllers and actions, views, form creation, validation, and filtering. 
	Build and access the database layer with Zend_Db. 
	Develop a Send/Receive e–mail application using Zend_Mail. 
	Integrate web services and feeds, and create and incorporate a search engine. 
	Complete your web application by looking at performance optimization. 


Who is this book for?

This book is for the beginning to intermediate Web developer who primarily uses PHP. 

About the Apress Beginning Series

The Beginning series from Apress is the right choice to get the information you need to land that crucial entry–level job. These books will teach you a standard and important technology from the ground up because they are explicitly designed to take you from “novice to professional.” You’ll start your journey by seeing what you need to know—but without needless theory and filler. You’ll build your skill set by learning how to put together real–world projects step by step. So whether your goal is your next career challenge or a new learning opportunity, the Beginning series from Apress will take you there—it is your trusted guide through unfamiliar territory!

About the Author

Armando Padilla has over 10 years in the PHP community, and has contributed PHP development of asset management tools to both Late Night with Conan O’Brien and Saturday Night Live, and recently contributed to the Zend FrameworkÃ¢Â€"powered Dundermifflininfinity.com social networking web site, an NBC.com project for The Office. He is currently an active PHP developer at Yahoo!, and is working on his MS in the computer science, semantic web, and data mining fields.
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Encyclopedia of Mind Enhancing Foods, Drugs and Nutritional SubstancesMcFarland, 2000

	It seems as though every day brings a new pill or potion claiming to restore mental alertness or improve memory. While many of these claims are based on factual information, many others are not. This encyclopedia of foods and drugs that are believed to improve mental performance contains information on nearly 400 nutrients, herbs, and drugs,...
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Dynamic and Advanced Data Mining for Progressing Technological Development: Innovations and Systemic ApproachesInformation Science Publishing, 2009

	Overcoming many challenges, data mining has already established discipline capability in many domains.  discusses advances in modern data mining research in today's rapidly growing global and technological...
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Digital Video Concepts, Methods, and Metrics: Quality, Compression, Performance, and Power Trade-off AnalysisApress, 2014

	Digital Video Concepts, Methods, and Metrics: Quality, Compression, Performance, and Power Trade-off Analysis is a concise reference for professionals in a wide range of applications and vocations. It focuses on giving the reader mastery over the concepts, methods and metrics of digital video coding, so that readers have sufficient...
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Advances in Music Information Retrieval (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2010

	Sound waves propagate through various media, and allow communication or

	entertainment for us, humans. Music we hear or create can be perceived in such

	aspects as rhythm, melody, harmony, timbre, or mood. All these elements of

	music can be of interest for users of music information retrieval systems. Since

	vast music repositories...
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Programming PythonO'Reilly, 2010

	
		If you've mastered Python's fundamentals, you're ready to start using it to get real work done. Programming Python will show you how, with in-depth tutorials on the language's primary application domains: system administration, GUIs, and the Web. You'll also explore how Python is used in databases,...
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How Doctors Think: Clinical Judgment and the Practice of MedicineOxford University Press, 2005

	How Doctors Think defines the nature and importance of clinical judgment. Although physicians make use of science, this book argues that medicine is not itself a science but rather an interpretive practice that relies on clinical reasoning. A physician looks at the patient's history along with the presenting physical signs and...
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